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Develop an awareness of the importance of energy to 
sustaining life. 

Demonstrate an understanding of different energy 
sources and their respective environmental effects 

Develop an awareness of the importance of 
conserving and using energy efficiently. 

 

General Objectives 



Provide evidential support for their results and conclusions 

Listen to other students’ evidential support for their results 
and conclusions 

Show sensitivity to other living organisms 

Share and work well with others 

Use as many senses as are possible to gather information 

Identify differences and similarities between objects and 
events. 

Use simple measuring instruments or models of measuring 
instruments. 

Freely ask a variety of questions and suggest how they may 
be answered 

 

Attitudes and Skills 



Construction of Solar Car and Boat 





Even students not involved in the lesson came to view and share thoughts and 
ideas. A true learning experience! 



Solar Car  
 

Time on task involvement. Full student participation. Sharing of ideas. The car 
didn’t work after construction but students tried different things to get it to 

work.  Through process of elimination and trial and error they were successful. 



Its amazing how this project has brought out such a 
keen interest in the boys. Of course the girls were 
interested, however, the quiet boys, the unruly students 
who you must call to attention throughout the class 
showed no bad behaviour. 

 

They were the ones involved in the lessons. Using the 
inquiry approach, they discovered, they spoke to each 
other. They tested hypotheses.  

 

It was a joy to behold this level of learning amongst our 
students, especially the boys. 



Construction of a solar water pump. She’s not sure she could do but she 
did!! 







This truly was a wonderful kit. 
Though originally it was 
designed for Secondary 
Schools, I believe that with 
teacher acting as the 
facilitator that students at the 
upper primary level (Grade 5-
6)could use these kits to 
further enhance learning on 
alternative energy sources. 

 



The Renewable and Non-Renewable 
Family 

Posters were made of 
the heroes so 

students could learn 
more about them and 
their energy source. 

Students also made 
presentations on 

their favourite 
renewable resource 

hero!!! 



Thank you Carolina for affording the students of the Vide 
Bouteille Primary School the opportunity to learn through 

Inquiry  



THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 


